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Floating furniture, oranges with mysterious content, card games that take
on a life of their own and cell phones that pass through solid glass...
Over 2,500 German-Americans couldn't believe their eyes as German
Magician Martin Lübcke thrilled audiences in six cities along the East and
West coasts with his brand-new illusions on the "Magic of the Miracle"
Tour.
Sprinkled with generous amounts of quick wit and easy-going charm,
unbelievable magic skill and just the right amount of showmanship, Martin Lübcke’s performances offered an
electrifying glimpse into the mesmerizing world of wonder.
The shows were off to a great start when the magician quickly
changed a one dollar bill from the audience into one hundred dollars.
The crowd cheered, and Martin Lübcke just stated, "Now you see
why this show is free tonight and that participation is quite
worthwhile."
From that very moment on, the audience followed the magician's
every move. Rubber bands, coins and invisible playing cards were
transformed, appeared in unusual places and posed riddles for all.
In a flash, a Euro coin wandered into a bottle, and Martin Lübcke
quipped, "Everyone complains about the Euro these days. Now let
me show you that our currency is still strong. It is so strong, it can even pass through solid glass." The
spectator holding the bottle stood there in amazement as the coin went back and forth through the glass, and
the audience ended up with a whole new appreciation for the Euro.
One never knew what would happen, and that was part of the magic,
literally. Audiences in Spartanburg, Atlanta, Fort Gordon, Charleston,
San Diego and Los Angeles held their breath and eagerly participated
on stage during the constantly changing program. Hesitant at first, the
confidence in their magical abilities grew with each illusion. In the
end, they all walked off stage amidst thunderous applause.
After his beautiful performance of the floating table – an audience
favorite from last year – Martin Lübcke challenged a couple from
the audience to prove that love conquers all. He invited the wife to lay
down on a table and as her husband kissed her, she suddenly felt lighter and lighter and slowly started to float
to the romantic sounds of Josh Groban's song "Believe." There was a moment of silence as the stunned
audience was trying to grasp what was happening, followed by enthusiastic cheers.
Even the most pragmatic spectators left reality behind after only a
few minutes and ended up as true believers, enjoying these brief
moments of otherworldly bliss. After each program, they gave Martin
Lübcke standing ovations and demanded no less than three encores.
Walking through the lobby after each performance, there were brighteyed kids with big smiles on their faces waiting to score an autograph and groups of adults in lively conversation. How did he do
that? In the end they all agreed that this captivating show would
remain in their memories forever and that once again, they had had
the time of their lives...
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